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FOR 'KICKS'

Mulebarn
Now Open

football game with Austin
Peay will be played tn the

Rules for parade floats and
homecoming queen pre-candldatea dominated the discussion of
the event, the mama of which
this year win be "Fantasia."
Rudd Parsons, In charge of
homecoming preparations, said
that Oct. 10 will be the deadline for applications for floats,
dorm decoration, and queen precandldatea from various campus
organizations.
A $5 entry fee muat accompany
float and dorm decoration applications and must be turned
in to Room 201, Coatee Administration
Building, before 4:30
p.m. on Oct. 10.

"We will make whatever improvements
arc
necessary,"
Poyntcr said. "We've started
with a rustic look, and we'll exthllt wc dn-»

new Stadium
new ouuuuiii.
Students should enter the stadlum by the north ramp, which la
arrest the observatory off Kit
Srion DrtveV Studanto are to
&T.a£££ A, iTAX, B?
CC and In bleachers on the east
aide of the field.
"There will be seats for everybody " Dean of Public Affairs
Donald * R. Feltner said yesterday.
There will be approxlmatelv
000 student
nuuwy 7i.uw
"■» seats
»—. he

Cunent seating capacity of
Mulebnrn ,„ approximately
although
the crowd capar(0i
Clty is much higher,
thu

Parsons also announced that
the HI $ Tobacco Warehouse will
again be available for organizations to prepare their floats and
will open at noon Saturday, Oct.
18.

•**£

Opening Ceremony
Six Eastern students formally helped open the Mulebarn
yesterday, the school's first off-campus student center. From
left are Brenda Butler, Nora Braahear, Herb Jonee. Student
Association president Jim Pellegrinon, Uaiian Ftook and
Student Association vice president Robert Warfteld.
Photo by Cralg Clover

Dr. Martin caljed the Mulebarn H^que facllft?.. unlike
w l *now mNext Summer
He said the nine-hole golf
course now under construction
»t Arlington, the name of the
ostatc would
0 n to
8tu
'
P° nextJ sum"
i *» use
dcnt lUld facu ty

BT KAREN MABTTN
Women's Editor

Warflcld said the Mulebarn
Dean Feltner also warned students to keep away from con- was for use by students only,
struction equipment at the field and that any faculty member or
and from unfinished portions of administrator could come there
the stadium. About a third of the only us a guest of a student.
stadium's upper deck la uncomBefore officially opening the
pleted, he estimated, adding that Mulebarn, Dr. Martin expressed
a total of approximately 17,000 the hope that no student would
■eats should be available tor the bring "alcohol, drugs or dope"
to the student center.
game.

The pass-fail option for
elective courses is available
until next Wednesday, according to Dr. Thomas F.
Stovall, vice president for
academic affairs.
Students who have earned SO
or more semester hours of credit with a minimum grade point
average of 2.0 are eligible to
choose the option.
Students may choose the option
for a total of 15 hours of electees. Courses taken under the

Hall was also pasaed by the
Council.
The first part of the
dual proposal calls for theCoun11 to write to President Martin
to Inquire about the possibilities
of the construction of such a
bridge across the four-lane highway.

Organizations Will Bid
Under Pellegrlnon's proposal,
campus organizations would bid
for the opportunity to sponsor
toe discount system, with the
stipulation that all profits be donated to charity.
The Council later paasad a
motion brought from Pellegrlnon's proposal and appointed
three students to a five-man
board to accept bids from campus organisations.
The Other two members of toe
committee will be faculty membera
selected by President
Robert R. Martin.
CouncUman John Haiderich's
proposal for a bridge acroas the
Eastern by-pass Infrontof Keene

Traffic Control
The second part of the proposal requires the Council to
write a latter to the Security
Office reuqeetlng traffic control
at the Keene Hall crosswalk untile the pedestrian bridge la completed.
Appointments to the Student
Court, which Is composed of
members of all four classes,
were made by the Council after
Pellegrlnon made nominations
for the posts.
(Continued On Page Eleven)

Oops! It's
NEXT Week
Next Wednesday Is
day to drop a class without a
grade, according to Dean Lynwood Barlow of Central Unlveralty College, The date la sneerm**J**_m OPS. M on the
Actlvraeo Planning

Cartoonist-Minister Here Until Sunday

humorous man and makes bla
chalk talks very effective by the
use of lights and his wife's piano
accompaniment," Rnv. Wilaon
"Snoopy's Love-In" will continued.
The flve-dsy program with ton
be the title Of a program by thema,
"Snoopy Trips the Fifth
.4 .Rev, Itager W. Palmquist, Dimension"
will and 8unday «r1 f*\ 'fT'cartoonist-minister,
for ath.JJL at
^ 7:80
^ a --^oiowm•<
wiuuHio«i'"»o«",w.
. r, ening
/:su wim
J
[^ y^/ J llitpe
H--!- dates
J«t«" t.iniwt
._ the
ik.1 Van Peur!tes and their
tonight tlon <* Love" In
at 6 in the Student Union 8em Amphitheater.
Building.
The aeries of cartoon pro. grama began yesterday at a
Palmquist will meet with Greek Freshman Assembly. Last night
organizations tomorrow at 4 p.m administrators, faculty and toe
. «... «Hnnm..rfh...riud«i to **• *«rr*u Boom *nd "K™ Student Council welcomed Rev.
%** ™£^H^^E?mtn tte "rtiPramto »»*•«* Organise- PalmqUi5t, and this morning at 7
* Be^Jff^S^-T^i,5r2l a°* Saturday at B:30 p.m. at the ^ cartoon-minister met with toe
or and other courae require- Meth0diat Campus Center.
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
mente for graduation.
i«
and Bine Room
ln «hl rriii
"The primary objective of the
All students are Invited to an
*»• G,rl" "* *"• £?£".;P
paaa-fall option is to encourage informal breakfast in the Student
^™?¥* *^k^,!^T
stoJents to take course, they Union Cafeteria Sunday between *••*■** N$*ff \SuaS' Tn
otherwla, avoi because 8 and 10.
SSg3S. n?anTat toTttSverof lack of background or con"Thla
breakfast
should
give
ally of Chicago. He attended
cern for lowering grade-point
the etudents a chance to gat North PirkTbeolotfcsiSainliuury
standings," Dr. Stovall said.
Only one' course with a max- to know Rev. Palmqulet," Rev. In Chicago and theSanFranclimum of five credit hours may Marty Wilson, minister of the sco Theological seminary In Calbe taken on a pass-fall basis Methodlst Student Center, said. ,ifornto and was ordained into the
Rev. Wilaon has known the car- 'Christian ministry ln 1W0.
during a semester.
He served a 14-year Psatorate
Students also may change from toonlst for about five yeara.
"1 think the students will enjoy In toe Covenant Congregational
(Continued On Page Eleven)
Rev. Palmquist because he Is a
(Conttoned on Page Kan)
BY REBECCA JONES
Staff Bepoilei
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Due Wednesday
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On-campus students should not
drive to the game, Dean Feltner «i hope this is an indication
conMimtl while commuter stud-„f future efforts the administents should park In Alumni Coll- ration will make to provide
seum's parking tot. Kit Carson places for students to go," PelDrive will be dosed,
lugrinon said.

The applications for homecoming queen pre-candidates
must also be turned In to Coates
201 by 4:30 p.m. Oct. 10.
Other business In the Council's
first meeting included a plan presented by the president, James
Pcllegrinon, to permit Eastern
students to once again take advantage of the student discount
ay stem.
The discount system was discontinued last June by the Eastern Board of Regents to permit
campus groups other than the
Council to make, money from it.

Warehouse To Be Used

upon 8tudcnt UHC

Will Expand

Council Prepares
For Homecoming
Preparations for Eastern's Oct. 25 Homecoming
were begun Tuesday with
the initial meeting of Eastern's Student Council.

Hc emphasized that the future
expansions and improvements at
the Mulebarn depended entirely

Thursday, October 2, 1969

Twelve Pages

BY JOHN PERKINS
News Editor

BY CRAIG ANMERMAN bam would be open every day
except Monday.
Staff
Poyntcr listed the open hours
on
Tuesday, WednesEastern President
Robert day Sunday,
and Thursday as from 5 to
Martin and the student body's 11 p.m. and from 5 to midnight
elected leader* officially opened on Friday and Saturday.
the school's flmt off-campus student center yesterday afternoon.
Student Association President
The Mulebarn, located on the Jim Pcllegrinon appointed
a
Eastern Foundation's 160-acre five-member
Student
Board
estate one mile north of Rich- Tuesday that will formulate polmond's city limit* on U.S. 25, icies for the Mulebarn.
then hosted its first official activity lnst night, H dunce featuring
Appointees
"The Illusions" from Lexington.
After Dr. Martin "officially
Pcllegrinon named Student
openod the Mulebarn." the 30 Association
Vice-President Robstudents and school officials who
ert
Warflcld
as chairman of the
attended the opening inspected
that also
includes
the insldcs of the remodeled fa- committee
Kathy
Thornton,
Brenda
Butler,
cility while the sounds of "Aqua- Herb Jones and Nora Brashear.
rius" blared from a jukebox.
Poyntcr said he had
hired
Kvery Bmy But Monday
three students, Bob Lucas. Glen
Charles Poyntcr, the student Roberts and Clayton Daniels, to
who will serve as the manager assist him with the operation of
of the facility, said the Mule- the Mulebarn.

Student Seats
Number 7,000
For Saturday

Put »
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Now On Campus
Rev. Roger Palmquist, who is appearing on campus thla
week, laughs as students laugh with him during one of his
cartoon sessions. He is a former special assistant to Charles
M. Schulx, creator of the comic-strip "Peanuts," Tonight
he will address Eastern athletes and their
datee at •
in the Student Union. He will be on campus through Sunday.
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DESPITE ALL THAT BUSINESS

Student Conduct In Richmond Termed 'Good'
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This story, by Progress
New* Editor John Perkins, Is the eeeead of
several ln-depth stories planned for the year.
Last week'* depth story concerned the economic effect Eastern students have en local
huslnteena Iks week the off-campus conduct
of Eastern students to examined.)
The stereotyped image which some persons
may have of collegians as being troublesome
may be Justified in a few university cities,
but Richmond businessmen indicate Eastern
students hava gained a reputation as mature
and honest customers.
Eastern students, as revealed ln last week s
Progress in-depth article, may spend about
$10 million annually in local businesses. With
this much business during the year, it seems
probable that merchants would have at toast
a small problem with shoplifters, "rowdies
and other undesirables.
Richmond Free Of Troublemakers
But the businesses in Richmond seem not to
have been plagued with any such troublemakers.
Shoplifting, a popular part-time occupation
of some American youths, would appear to be
a problem ln a city with a large university.
However, meet businessmen questioned this
week by The Progress reported absolutely no
problem with such thieves.
Richmond's largest department store, Brttt's,
hi the new shopping center on the Eastern
by-paaa, stocks a large number of items
catering to college students. Clothing, which Is
usually a popular object of shoplifters. Is
Brttt's largest-selling item.

Just Takin' It Easy
From left, Ed Marcum. Ronnie Boa* and
Carloe Crecraft dine at Prison's Restaurant
on Lancaster Avenue, whose proprietor and
other Richmond businessmen told the Progress

this week that Eastern students cause few
conduct problems.
,»..« «,.„ K„ . „„„ ».«.„»
(Staff Photo by Larry Bailey)

No Shoplifting At Brttt's
However, the assistant manager of the
store reports that there has been no theft
trouble from Eastern students or from anyone
else. The official said that he was "extremely
well-pleased" with the conduct of students at
the store.

The University Shop on Water Street, which
caters almost exclusively to Eastern students,
also would be a probable target for shoplifters
In the area.
Jim Showalter, manager of the U-Shop. says
that he has seen "no evidence of shoplifting
whatsoever" in his establishment.
Manager Praises Students
Showalter said "about 90 per cent of our
customers at the U-Shop are Eastern students.
I think that because we try to treat them
decently they want to do the same for us. The
students at Eastern are just about the best
customers anyone could ask for."
Another Richmond clothing- atore, Cornelison's, to the new shopping center, sells ^nry
men's clothing.
Buster Cornelison, the owner, says, however, that there la very little trouble with
"five-finger purchases" ln his establishment.
"To my knowledge," Cornelison told The
Progress, "we have had only one Instance of
theft here. Last year someone stole a suede
jacket."

fire in 1067) have never had any confrontations with Eastern students during 30 years
of operation.
No Undeelrable Conduct
The new Towne Cinema is under the same
ownership aa the old Madison.
A heavily student-oriented business In Richmond Is Speck's Restaurant, a center of offcampus recreation for many years. .
While there have been a few reports of
rowdlness during the restaurant's long history, Skip Gilbert, the manager of the establishment, said that this year there has been
no undesirable conduct.
The restaurant, which has over the years
evolved Into a student nightclub, has posted
above the entrance to the dance floor a 1250
fine for fighting or bad conduct on the premises. But Gilbert reported that there hasn't
been a need to impose this penalty on Eastern
students.
Frisch's Flooded With Student*

Shoplifting On 'Minor Scale'
Cornelison also believes that the small
amount of shoplifting In the rest of Richmond
is on a "very minor scale."
Other businesses ln Richmond, such aa tne
Towne Cinema on Main Street, would naturally
have no problems with shoplifting, although
boisterous conduct Inside the theatre could
give the management some trouble.
Ken Carter, the manager of Richmond s only
downtown theatre, claims that "the EeMern
kids are the best behaved people at his establishment.
.
. #fc^
Carter said that the new theatre, and tne
old Madison theatre (which was destroyed by

One of Richmond's newest and busieet businesses Is Frisch's restaurant on the Eastern
by-pass acroas Lancaster Avenue from Keene
Hall. Because the restaurant Is so close to
the campus, It la a popular dining place of
many students.
Roycc Pulllam. owner of the drive-in restaurant, said that he has had no problem*
with college students' conduct during Prisch s
existence ln Richmond.
Pulllam said that If he ever has any trouble
at all,.It is from high school students from
Richmond, and not from his Eastern customer*.
And It seems that both merchants and students are gaining from a sound business relationship.
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A Promising Year

Council Reflects Positive Attitude
Promising would be an appropriate word
to describe the first meeting of the Student
Council Tuesday night.
The meeting was promising not only because it dealt significantly with important
measures at hand, but also in the positive
manner in which the meeting was conducted.
Unlike previous years, there were no
snide, immature remarks aimed at the administration. The proceedings were conducted in an orderly, business-like fashion,
conducive to accomplishing the tasks assigned the council. This positive attitude
will be beneficial to the Council in helping
it meet the responsibilities it must face
throughout the year.

The Council took the first important step
in implementing the Student Affairs Report, a concern which we feel to be the most
important ever undertaken by a student body
at Eastern. We commend the manner in
which it is being carried out.
Many students are not aware of the tremendous burden with which the committee
is confronted. They must select and submit
the names of 90 students who have expressed an interest in working with these committees. They will select those students who
they feel can best represent the interests of
the student body. We hope that the results
of their undertaking will be successful, and
that the students chosen are of the highest
quality.

Another factor of extreme importance
was the Council's appointment of nine Student Court justices for the coming year. It
is a matter of utmost importance that only
the most sincere and capable individuals
serve on the court. Their responsibility within the framework of student government
and in student disciplinary cases necessitates
only the most qualified students.
v.

The nine appointments made to the court
indicate a high degree of selectivity by the
Council in choosing students for the positions. It is hoped that the Student Court
will be able to expand its responsibility under the present framework, and become an
even more integral student organ.
However, all was not "roses." We must
caution the Council that as in previous
years there is the danger that they will become encumbered by trivia. At Tuesday's
meeting there were the familiar time-consuming debates over unimportant issues.
Issues that could be solved in more expedient, less wasteful means. We hope that
trivia does not become characteristic of the
Council this year.

lEimiiini
Cannabis Sativa
one element is so much more severe than
the other. The products of their usage seem
to parallel each other both in intensity and
in effect.
Alcohol is a depressant, it hinders the
normal function of the brain. The most
complex activities of the brain—judgment,
self criticism, and inhibitions—are the first
toe be-effected. After these activities are
m
n
S
thc
J^
V^ concern
^^JtS^
P>Wl }„JJ
Unctions
of heart
to T$>i
our society,
causing
throughout* ~**l»W.
^fc^^^^Ulitt,,
M\^A ™«r,.
rate, pulmonary activity and blood pressure,
the nation.
among others, are adversely affected.
The focal point of this concern seems to
Marijuana, formerly used medically as
be on the college campus, where "pot" has
an analgesic and sedative, also effects the
become a common factor.
central nervous system. It causes feelings of
m The reason marijuana usage has centered
well-being, grandeur, dreamy states, and
on college campuses appears obvious, while
in some instances, like alcohol, hinders basic1 jtihe reaction by our legal system and groups
physical activities of the body.
•within our society proves to be a bit amThe immediate physical effects of the
biguous when placed in perspective with
two elements are not that dissimilar, as is
iother elements.
the case with the more long-lasting effects
El Concentrated in academic areas are multiwhich each may have on the lives of the
tudes of young people, not only inquisitive
user.
!jjh the academic world, but desirous of the
While marijuana does not appear to be
■ 'so-called "worldly" experiences which will
addictive, usually no withdrawal symptoms
'supposedly add to their maturity.
are prevalent, there is the ominous possiThis adventuresome or reckless attitude,
bility that it may be used as a stepping stone
Whichever the case may be, is evidenced
to the more hard line drugs.
|i6t only in marijuana, but in other vices
Though alcohol does not provide a stepas well.
ping stone to higher forms, its initial use
I Alcohol has long been synonymous with
is often the groundwork for alcoholism.
fyollege-life." The sterotype image of the
There seems to be very little difference
college man always includes the references
between the severity, both socially and phyto beer, whiskey, and the imbibement of
sically, when alcoholism is compared to.
-Assorted concoctions of alcoholic mixtures.
drug addiction.
I These "sowing the wild oats" alcoholic
Only an sensualistic idiot would try to
adventures have always been passed over
justify the use of either of these elements,
■lightly as a characteristic part of the stubut it seems ambiguous, If not heretical, that
juVnt's undergraduate experiences, while at*
our society condemns one so severely, while
#he same time marijuana has reaped wrath
accepting the other as part of our culture.
from all aspects of our society.
It takes time for us to adjust to inconsist! It is puzzling to me, why the reaction to
ency, be patient.
By ALLEN TRIMBLE
For thousands of years it has been
smoked, chewed or otherwise taken internally by a variety of civilizations and cultures. It has been called by a conglomerate
of names, hashish in the Middle East, bhang
or charas in India, and kef in Northern

IN THIS VMC6

Dear Editor:
•
In regard to last weeks article concerning
the amount of money spent in Richmond by the
students of Eastern — I would like to ask If the
editDr feels it fair that certain business establishments monopolize their particular line of
business to the extent of jeopardising free enterprize, which is a basic idea of any democratic
community.
For example, soning regulations which con-

We remain confident that the attitude
and manner present in this first meeting will
be a continuing element of Council activities
in '69-70.
The first meeting was promising; we
trust that future actions will be fulfilling.

Assails Draft

Voluntary Military Service
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Tub article ■■buiUIsi
to The Progress Forum iHsrasans the Forum
topic for this week, "The Feasibility or Necessity of a Voluntary Army.'' The oplnlane off
the author are not necessarily those at The
Progress. All articles submitted to the Forum
must be received la The Progress office by 5
pun. Monday before a Thursday publication
Hate.)

By MICHAEL CUNNINGHAM
Junior, College of Business
The best argument that can be used in
favor of a voluntary arrmr is our present
compulsory army and selective service system.
The draft as it stands now, violates basic
principles which have long been a fundamental part of our national heritage.
It infringes upon our freedom, while extending the control of the state over the
lives of its citizens. Through channeling, it
usurps the individual's opportunity to
choose his own future and assigns that right
to government officials, interfering with
the orderly planning and development of
the lives of all young people.
Conscription is a major divisive force in
our nation. It calls many young men unable
to vote, either because of age, or because,
as in Puerto Rico, they are denied the franchise. Another factor that is characteristic

is its exploitation of the labor of young men,
especially the politically and economically
deprived. Today it has forced an estimated
13,000 young men into political exile, imprisonment, and unknown numbers into
desertion.
Not only is it divisive, but it violates our
values. The draft departs from the American tradition which has always regarded
conscription, not as part of a normal way*
of life, but as an emergency, measure. It
undermines the ideal of voluntary service
freely given to one's community, nation, or
world. In doing this it violates basic religious liberty and freedom of conscience.
It militarizes our nation by adding greatly to the already overwhelming influence
of the military establishment in this country,
giving it the power to conscript men into
involuntary servitude. Under the guise of
producing a citizen army, it simply augments our present professional army.
Through military indoctrination and training in the use of weapons, conscription contributes substantially to the spread of violence in the United States today.
An involuntary draft doesn't work. It is
antiquated, inefficient, unfair, expensive,
and an unnecessary way to provide for na-
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tional defense.
Besides its negative effect in our domestic
affairs, the draft weakens the United
States in its foreign policy. It undermines
democratic control of our foreign policy by
providing the manpower for large scale military intervention overseas without approval
by congress and the people. This unlimited
supply of conscripts encourages the government to resort to military solutions and
thwarts the development of a constructive
foreign policy.
For these reasons I feel that our present
draft is the most solid argument available
for a voluntary army.

Forum Topic.
After a conclusion of some type is resolved in Vietnam, government officials
have indicated that they don't anticipate a
re-channeling of war funds into the cities.
Many people have suggested that this rechanneling of funds would be a gigantic
step in solving our urban problem.
Is this the answer to the urban crisis or
not? This topic will be the subject of The
Progress Forum for next week.
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trol businesses that deal with the sale of alcoholic beverages are so written that those In
an advantageous position do not have to worry
about competition. To further complicate the
situation, the attainment of an alcoholic beverage license brings a person under indirect control of these same people.
Should free enterprise be allowed to function
hi Richmond?
Dennis Paul
Graduate Student

\\
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David Had A Conscience
«* f

7Viey Say You re Not A Brave Man, Hardly A Man At All

By CHARLES HOUSE
Editorial Featurist
There I sat cross-legged on the deep-pile
carpet like a misplaced guru meditating
some profound and undiscovered truth.
I was meditating — my whole body was
meditating, but it didn't take a conscious
effort. The effort was made by someone
else and the thoughts were coming at me
from two big Utah speakers with a power
and intensity that bypassed my ears and
went directly to my cells. The vibrations
were amplified by my muscles and I sat
there swaying back and forth, grooving.
Talk about good "vibes!"
I was listening to the most profound music since the song of the bird that guided
Noah to dry land. That wailing, mournful
and soul-throbbing music was sung with
more truth, beauty and conviction than I
thought possible this day in time.
It was Sunday morning and I was in a
trance. Kelly sat in the corner with one
arm around the Girrard turntable, as if by

physical association some of that truth and
beauty would somehow rub off on him.
(After all, the music was originating at
the turntable!)
Linda and Mattie Kay were even listening. I knew by the unheard chatter from
the girls that something good was happening. The only sound beside the music was
an occasional "outa sight" coming from
the corner near the turntable.
And that beautiful music! "And Jesus
Who Died On Calvary's Tree, Shed His
Life Blood For Yost And Me." Three, four,
times yet! Joan Baez, a steel guitar, rhythm
guitars and drums and that thundering bass
blasting from those big Utahs, and oh God!,
it was just too much.
I started to read album liner notes to see
if I could find some hidden hint as to what
had inspired her — "And They Left Him
To Die Like A Tramp On A Street" —
when Harry Lee drove up in his GTO and
parked just outside the window.
Harry Lee had on a red shirt and a red
and black tie and had just been to church.

Issues Clear

Mayorial Race Important

"I've been to church for five weeks in a
row now."
Harry Lee broke the preoccupation with
the music and I again started to read the
liner notes. Not before I expressed to Harry
Lee (in all seriousness) that he should have
been listening to "David's Album" instead
of going to church this particular Sunday.
There was mole rightousness in "David's
Album" than in any five churches I knew
of.
There on the back of the album was a
big, black and white photograph of Joan
and David. David wore cowboy boots, old
wrinkled jeans,, and a jacket that looked,
like it had been on Audie Murphy in every
battle in World War II.
David had his, arm across Joan's shoulder and his head was bent down. He was
smiling and listening to some intimate
secret that Joan was telling him and no
one else.
She had on a pea coat and was smiling as
they walked on the dead leaves.
I remembered where I had heard of

David. CBS remembers too. When Joan
was on the Smothers Brothers' show last
season, she had dedicated a song to David.
CBS objected, the brothers objected to
the objection, and that, as much as anything, had started the decline and fall of
the Smothers Brothers on CBS.
David was a war resister who got three,
years for mailing his draft card back to
Uncle Sam. I read the notes.
"We figure that if the day is ever to,
dawn when we practice peace on earth, it
will happen because we have given up war
and exploitation. That will only be when,
men and women refuse to exploit and kill
each other. And this is the wrong decade to
wait for someone else to begin the change."
"To say no to death is to say yes to life.
And to say yes to life is against the law."
"So David got three years."
So no wonder the music was sung with
such conviction. It was dedicated to David.
David got three years. David and Joan had
high ideals. David got three years.
The music played on. "They Say You're"

Haynie

troit, and that is a logical step toward uniting the total community."
This Alabama-born certified public accountant insists that he is in a far better
position that Bradley was in Los Angeles
because blacks form a much higher percentage of the electorate in Detroit than
they do in Los Angeles.
But Austin knows that the crucial question is whether this "advantage" produces
a disadvantage of white voters flocking en
masse to the white candidate.
He is banking on something that has not
yet been proven in any city: that while many
Time and a primary election have erased black may look almost exclusively at his
some of those obstacles. The only candi- blackness, whites will make that factor
date left against him is Sheriff Roman secondary to his other qualifications.
Gribbs, white, and, like Austin, considered, .„ Austin believes that his, long work in
a moderate Demo«f^<.4r^mlil^ts,Jisv!e4.> behalfV of 'Qetsoft'f; United Foundation \l VI S •' ■
N» '■ *. \l \ \ \\ • s v;
rallied behind Austin giving him almost '(Community Chest); the VMCA, fl* fcby'
sheriff to ensure that the final election did
solid support in a black community that Scouts, the League for the Handicapped^
not turn out to be an explosive contest bemakes up 40 per cent of Detroit's popula- the Urban League and New Detroit has
tween a black man and a white law-andwon him respect and support in the white
tion.
order woman.
What has happened to the obstacles of community that will override any considerAustin does have the support of some
race and "law and order" we will learn ation of race.
powerful white forces* including the United
Austin believes white Detroiters want
November 4.
Automobile Workers and some of the key
fiscal
order. He says his work in behalf of
But you sit for a chat with Austin, as I
aides of former Mayor Jerome Cavanagh.
did here recently, and you sense that No- tax reform, as a member of a blue-ribbon
But in the present atmosphere, can labor
vember offers far more than just another committee to figure how to finance the
leaders really deliver labor votes to a black
mayoral election. More so than Carl Stokes's schools, as one of three Wayne County
man, or an avowed friend of black men ?
victory in Cleveland or Tom Bradley's de- auditors administering a budget of $150
The circumstances and forces at work in
feat in Los Angeles, the Austin-Gribbs con- million, will be an overriding qualification
Detroit are such that in November the great
test will tell us something vital about ur- for Detroiters looking for better financial
Motor Gty will send forth some vital sigban America, where it is going and what management of the city.
nals about us as a people and a nation.
Austin vows that as mayor he would be
we may expect to achieve in the way of
racial harmony during the next generation. "quick to use all proper machinery to comAustin concedes that he led the primary bat crime." He says a must step is to rerace (124,941 votes to Gribbs's 105,640) cruit more Negro policemen in a city that
because he got about 100,000 black votes. is 40 per cent black but with only 10 per
He is counting heavily on the votes of many cent blacks on the police force. He maintains
more of Detroit's 200,000 registered Neg- that he can do the recruiting job while his
roes plus 25,000 to 40,000 more who he white opponent cannot.
On paper, Austin would seem a certain
says will be registered before the Novemunderdog,
for he got only 37 percent of the
ber 4 election.
To a reporter who shrugs a shoulder as primary votes. Some 71,000 votes went to
if to say that getting black votes should Councilwoman Mary Beck King, who ran
be no great achievement for a black candi- on a law-and-order ticket. Gribbs would
date, Austin points out what he thinks is seem a cinch to get her backers.
Austin maintains, however, that Gribbs
significant about it: "This gives me one
of the best credentials any candidate can got a lot of white votes from people who
have. I've unified a large segment of De- really are for Austin, but voted for the
By CARL T. ROWAN
WASHINGTON — Richard H. Austin
is a suave, articulate black man who wants
to be mayor of Detroit.
A few weeks ago Austin faced many obstacles to that goal: several white candidates who also wanted the mayor's job, a
divided black community, much of which
considered him too soft-spokenly moderate,
a "law and order" backlash, and a presumed unwillingness on the part of most
whites to accept a Negro as their chief
executive.

WELCOME TO E.K.U.
HAVE YOU HAD A SQUARE MEAL?
TRY OUR NEW SPECIALS
•
•
•
•
•

TRIPLE DECKER SANDWICHES
SEAFOOD AND STEAKS
MEAKFAST
FLATS LUNCHES AND SHORT ORDERS
FOR ONE DOLLAR OR MORE 15% DISCOUNT
TO ALL E.K.U. STUDENTS
• BUY A S5.50 MEAL TICKET FOR ONLY $5.00
• HOT HOMEMADE BISCUITS & CORN BREAD MUFFINS
HOT PEACH * CHERRY COBBLER PIES
SERVED DAILY
ALL FOOD PREPARED FRESH DAILY IN OUR OWN KITCHEN

THE FAMILY RESTAURANT
200-214 W. Main Street
140 E. MAIN ST.
RICHMOND. KY.

423-7229
ACROSS FROM GOODYEAR
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK. 24 HOURS A DAY

Master Charge — BankAmerica Cards
Hrs: Monday & Friday 9 to 9 — Others 9 to 6

.
»

Campo

Flick

MOTION PICTURE
ATTRACTIONS
HIRAM BROCK
AUDITORIUM
October t — Thuraday
FOR THE FIRST TIME
Jaqueline Bisect, W« Stem,
BkkSelnu
October S — Friday
THE BAND PEBBLES
Steve MoQucen, Candle* Bergen
Richard Attenborourh
Richard Crenna
October 4 — Saturday
THE VIKING QUEEN
Deal Murray, Carita
October S * 7
Monday £ Tuesday
ROMEO and JULIET
The New Screen Play -With
Two Young; "Stax-Crtosaed"
Lovers
OLIVIA HUS8EY
LEONARD WOTTING
October 8 * • — Wed. * Than.
ICE STATION ZEBRA
Rook Hudson,
Ernest Borgnlne
SUBJECTS ALL PROGRAM*
Ticket Office Open* 7:S* pjav
Show 8tarta 8:M pju.
75c
(eader It) - —e

> y

Not A Brave Man. Hardly A Man At All.
You Would Not Shoot A Wild Thing Like
Brave Men In 77* Fall."
I though about David in prison; the
smell and cold, the damp and the hardness,
and the dehumanization. And the inmates. A4
I wondered how many men David would
meet who had committed the same crime.
Not "many probably.
Men like David don't regret things,
however, and are likely to be philosophical
about their fate.
I wondered about a hypothetical situation
where David was knee deep in mud in a
sweltering fox hole in Khe Sanh. The incoming rounds were bursting all around
him. David pulled his helmet lower over
his brow and shrunk further into that old,
worn out jacket and stared out at the
enemy.
David probably thought about that scene
too, and wondered why he could not be
walking on the dead leaves with Joan.
And the music kept playing and the
mandolin kept up the haunting melody.

Take home a portable feast...

TONIGHT'
■
i

A barrel full of tender and
tasty Colonel Sanders'
Recipe Kentucky Fried 2
Chicken. 21 pieces of the
most flavorful chicken you
ever ate.
And all you do is pick it up
and take it home.
The service is sudden 1
Take it from the Colonel... "it's finger lickln' good !"a
(Other size orders available. With or without side dishes.)

DRIVE-IN
RICHMOND. KY.
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Colonels To Host Austin PeayGovs

The Viety

Eastern To Try To Rebound After First OVC Loss In 15 Games

From Here

BY JACK FROST
Staff Sports Reporter

Ir KARl PARK Progress Soorts Editor
East Tennessee showed Saturday night that there Eastern's football Colonels
is nothing more valuable to an athletic team than ex- will open a new 20,000 -seat
stadium when they meet Austin
perience.
The Bucs have 13 seniors on the squad, and 11 of Peay State University Saturday
these started in East Tennessee's 19-7 triumph over the afternoon.
Colonels. Ron Mendheim, Doug Linebarger and Al Guy This will mark the beginning
led an experienced defense that yielded only 58 total of a new era for Eastern football
teams because Hanger Stadium
yards offense to the Colonels in the first half.
And on offense, it was the same story. Seniors Mike home of the Colonels for 31
Young, Pat Hauser, John Gibson and John Walton were years has departed, making
instrumental in both of East Tennessee's first-half way for a new University Center, Meditation Chapel and classscoring drives.
room building.
Eastern's youth showed throughout the game. On
Eastern will have hopes of
several plays, Eastern ball carriers had to beat just starting a new winning skein
one man to go for a long-gainer. But somehow that one against Ohio Valley Conference
man always seemed to bring the runners down.
schools when they face the surPerhaps the prime example of this occurred in the prising Governors. The Colonels
second quarter. With the ball on the Eastern eight-yard streak of 14 conference wins was
line, quarterback Bill March fired a perfect pass to a broken last weekend by East
freshmen flanker. The receiver had beaten his defender Tennessee as Eastern fell 19-7.
Austin Peay meanwhile surand would have had a shot at going all the way, but
prised Western 28-27.
dropped the hall.
Picked To Finish Seventh
It was little plays and little mistakes like this that
kept Eastern from coming from behind and making a
The Governors, who finished
closer game out of its first loss.
strong last year with a 5-5
slate, were picked
to finish
PUNTING GAME IMPROVED
Eastern's punting game has improved greatly in
recent seasons and the Colonels could possibly have one
of the best punters in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Tom Gaebler, a sophomore from Paris, Ky., has been
handling the punting chores for Eastern and has looked
quite good. He has kicked the ball 15 times for 635 yards
and an average of 42.3.
Gaebler punted exceptionally well against East Tennessee. Saturday. He had eight punts for an average of
45.7.
In other cumulative statistics, Jimmy Brooks leads
all Eastern rushers with 208 yards in 39 carries. March
has hit on 32 of 66 passes for 298 yards and one touchdown. In jiass receiving, Don Buehler and James Kelly
each have caught seven passes for 80 and 53 yards,
respectively.

See Stadium
Seating Chart

On Page 12

seventh in the OVC by coaches team last year while four others
In a pre-season poll.
won honorable mention laurels.
For the season Austin Peay Split end Harold (Red) Roberts and defensive safety Howell
stands 1-1-1.
With only 22 returning let- Flatt were selected as memtermen the Governors hopes of a bers of the 1968 honor squad.
title would seem on the slim Those gaining honorable menside. But of the returnees, two. tion honors included tight end
were named to the Aii-OVC first Chuck Field, linebacker Donnie

Holland tailback Ronnie Simpson and also has broken two con- Elliot, 5-11, 200, and David
and fullback Ronnie Hackney. ference marks.
Phillips, 6-0, 190. Holland and
Roberts has managed to do Phillips are sophomores and
Outstanding Pase Receiver
this In his first two years, and showed well as freshmen last
is only a Junior this season, year.
Roberts, perhaps the outFlatt, who Is in his fourth
Phillips Leading Tackier
standing pass catcher in the year as a starter for the Govhistory of the OVC, already owns ernora, owns five of six pass
Phillips was the third leadall but one Austin Peay record interception records at
the ing tackier on the team In 1968.
school.
Elliot, a senior, played center
,
last year but has been switched
T.
Jne six players who gained this year. He will still handle
league recognition last yearare the center spot on extra points
u- H*****1"* ***** y**r- H<>wever. and field goal attempts.
Hackney, who played fullback
Bin Blair. 6-0. 180 is also
r J
r wlllb ata uard at
,i? ?. !? *»
*
*
* new Position this year,
slot Saturday.
He was a linebacker last season, but has been switched to a
Heading
the defensive line defensive
guard
this year.
are Jim Ogden and Jim Hughes.
Ogdea, 6-3, 185, leads the GovJoining Flatt In the defensive
emor defense In tackles. Hughes^ backfleld is Jimmy Hardle. a Jun5-11,180, is small for a defensive lor „&, ^ started for the past
end but is right behind Ogden ^ am80nB. Besides this duty,
In the tackle department
^ handles the punting chores
and averaged 38*1 yards last
Manning the linebacker slots year in 72 punts, an Austin Peay
will be Holland, 5-11, 180, Bo record.

Players Of Week Chosen
Roberts Breaks Tackle
Sophomore fullback Mike Roberts (30) eludes
a would-be Eastern tackier en route to a first
down for the East Tennessee Buccaneers.
Giving chase are linebackers Rich Thomas

(65) and Richard Cook (55) and defensive
end Sidney Yeldell (82).
(Staff Photo by Larry Bailey)

lion House, Eastern's wrestling coach, has announced that there will be a meeting of all interested
students next Monday, in the wrestling room, Alumni
Coliseum.
Last year's squad, under the direction of Jon Pavlisko, finished its first season with an 8-5 mark.

BY BOB BABBAGE
Staff Sports Reporter

CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY

i

Where You Get Quality
One-Hour Dry Cleaning And
Three-Hour Shirt Service
6 Days A Week

Kelley Snares March"Pass
Week. Eastern lost Its first OVC contest of
the season to the Bucs, 19-7.

James Kelley snares one of his five receptions
against the East Tennessee Bucs In last
Saturday's game. Kelley was named by the
coaching staff as the Renegade Back of the

(Staff Photo by Larry Bailey)

V&tfW&tt^^

•i i

THE
College Life Insurance Company
Of America

NEW PEA COATS

... featuring the life Insurance plan designed especially for college men, sold exclusive-

Using a vast amount of experience and taking advantage
of costly Colonel mistakes,
East Tennessee defeated Eastern 19-7 last Saturday breaking
a 15-game win streak for Eastern ihsconference play.
But don't count Eastern out
of the OVC football race yet.
.. Referring to Monday's practice, Coach Roy Kidd said, "That
- was. one day when we eould've
come out with our heads down."
"Instead; the pride that has
been evident in the Colonel camp
all fall made way for the beat
practice we've had this season,'*
Coach Kidd said.
Too Many Mistakes
Coach Kidd admitted that East
Tennessee did outplay Ms team,
and that Eastern "very definitely made too many mistakes."
However he added that the winner of the league would not be undefeated. "This time next week
everybody (In the conference )
may have a loss," he said.
Two factors that hurt the team
he said; were the absence of
sophomore back Chuck Walroth
and the small amount of yardage
gained for 24 complete passes
out of 48 attempts.
Walroth stayed in Richmond
nursing an injured knee resulting
from the Ball State gams.

ly to college seen. Ask now about "THE BENEFACTOR.''

FOOTBALL FORECAST
OTHER MAJOR SCHOOLS
WINNER

r

with 11 tackles and seven assists
for the night
James Kelley won the Renegade
Back of the Week award. He
caught five passes for 53 yards
and Eastern's lone touchdown.
Larry Kaelln, a freshman
guard, blocked 70 per cent to
receive the award as the outstanding offensive lineman.

Lack Of Experience
Hurts Eastern In 19-7
Loss To Buccaneers

WRESTLING SQUAD TO HAVE MEETING

*

Teddy Taylor was once again
chosen Headhunter Lineman of
the Week tor Ma efforts against
East Tennessee,
Taylor had
six tackles, 10 assists blocked an
extra point attempt and recovered
a fumble.
The Headhunter Back of the
Week award went to Richard
Cook, a linebacker who came up

Kentucky
Louisvile
Houston

LOSER
Auburn
Dayton
Mississippi State

Stanford
Southern California
Ohio State
U.C.LA.
Cincinnati
Alabama

Oraoon State
Washington
Northwestern
Xavior
Mississippi

Boys Slats
14 thru 20
Men's Sizes
34 thru 46

90% wool
10% nylon
Authentic
Stylo

Al oao price

$1495

Purdue

ARMY GOODS STORE
and

PARK HARDWARE

The 175 yards gained in 24
complete passes, an average
of only 6 1/2 yards per pass,

Handbook Is
Now Available
The Office of Public Affair*
has released the 1989 Football
Handbook. The handbook, which
was prepared and edited by David
Vance, Sports Information Director, was compiled especially for
the members of the news media
who cover the Colonels.
The brochure Includes general
Information
about
Eastern,
thumbnail sketches of the players and coaches, information
concerning Eastern's opponents,
and 1968 statistics

was due to "receivers not running as deep as they were told
to," Kidd said.
Passing Made Big Difference
On the other hand, passing
made a big .difference- for East
Tennessee as the Bucs completed five crucial passes for 91
yards. One completion set up
a touchdown "and another was

caught in the end zone.
East Tennessee's
defense
nicknamed
the "Hardrocks,"
stole five
Eastern passes.
The punt coverage, however,
was more pleasing this week.
Kidd said Ids unit held the Buccaneers to no gain on five of seven punts, and short gains on,
(Continued On Page Eleven)

OVC STANDINGS

Austin Peay
Bast Tenn.
Morehead
Tenn. Tech
Eastern
Middle Tenn.
Murray
Western

OVO Games
W
L
T
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0

All Games
W
L
T
1
1
0
S
2
0
1
1
1
1
2
0
1
1
1
0

LAST WEEK'S OVC SCORES
East Tennessee 19, Eastern 7
.Austin Peay 28, Western 27
Tennessee Tech 28, Murray 21
Morehead 35, Middle Tennessee 9
THIS WEEK'S OVC SCHEDULE
Austin Peay at Eastern
East Tennessee at Western
Morehead at Muray
Chattanooga at Middle Tennessee
Arkansas State at Tennessee Tech

Canfield Motors
OLDSMOBILE

All Makes Serviced
JOHNSON OUTBOARD MOTORS
AcroM From KrofW*—Phone 623-4010

OVC SCHOOLS
WINNER
Western
Eastern
Chattanooga
More he ad
Arkansas State

LOSER
East Tennessee
Austin Peay
Middle Tennessee
Murray
Tennessee Tech

See William A. Manz
"Associate Ahmni"
Your College Life Representative
113 Windsor Drive 623 6460

TOR W BEST VAlUt IN • Seamless g
SPONSWtAR, SKIRTS

•

MESH •

BLOUSES, SWEATERS

I HOSE •
t 2 prs. e

SHOP

• i" :

BENtFRAN KLIIM
623-4911

111 WOI MM SI. RICHMOND. KY.

Kentucky Ckntrtl Lihj Imuranc* Company
Al Eamm Kentucky Unnortity
•tMl fluchk* Aftncy. »ttfaynt Or. «U3 7M«

Many good life insurance and savings plans are
being offered to college seniors and graduate students today, but one stands head and shoulders
above the others. clt/s Kentucky Central's University Key Plan. Better protection. Better provisions.
No military exclusions. 'Talk to Kentucky Central's
University Key representative on your campus,
today. For a better future. With the standout.
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Coaches Talk Over Strategy
Three of the four assistant coaches talk over
strategy in pre-season drills. From left to
right are Bill Shannon, defensive line coach;
Fred Francis, offensive backfield coach;

Bobby Harville, offensive line coach; and head
coach Roy Kidd. Absent when the picture was
taken was Jack Ison, defensive backfield
coach.
( Photo by Craig Clover)

Coach Kidd Has Success
In Choosing Assistants
If past performance Is the
best yardstick to forecast the
future, then Eastern football
coach Roy Kidd has done an
admirable job selecting bis
staff of full-time assistants.
Bill Shannon, Bob Harville,
Fred
Francis and Jack Ison
are beginning their third year as
Kidd's football staff. The three
years have been fruitfuT ones for
the Colonels' football fortunes.
The winning ways enjoyed by
the football team these past two
seasons have only been a continuation of the success the four
assistants employed in their
high school coaching days.
Shannon, an affable northern
Kentucky native, begins his fifth
year on the staff, allot'which
have been in a defensive capacity.
In five years at Dixie HeightsHigh School in South Fort Mitchell (1955-59 and 1963) Shannon
developed his teams into a statewide power with a 47-5-2 record.
Dixie Heights won three Northern Kentucky
Conference

championships under his guidance and captured the Recreation Bowl and was tied in its
only Burley Bowl appearance.
Shannon's Eastern defensive
unit surrendered only 70 points
In 10 games in 1967, second best
in the country. Last year the defensive team yielded only 898"
yards, less than 100 per game.
Harville has been associated
with Kidd since 1954, when the
Harlan native was a student manager at Eastern while Kidd was a
graduate assistant Three years
later Kidd gave Harville his first
coaching job at Richmond's Madison High School.
The next five years Harville
spent as an assistant at EUgjaw
bethtown (Ky.) and' Lancaster
(Ohio) where the teams -with
which he was associated compiled a 41-9 record.
Then In 1965, Harville returned
to Madison to rebuild the Purples' sagging football fortunes.
The hard-working Eastern graduate took a Madison unit that had
lost 11 seniors off a 4-6 team

in 1964, and brought the Richmond school back to the successful days that Kidd had built.
The Purples had an 11-3 record that year, scored victories
over state powers Owensboro and
Louisville Manual and lost to Ft.
Thomas Highlands for the state
Class AA championship.
Since coming to Eastern In
1966. Harville has coached the
defensive and offensive backfields, and this year Is faced with
rebuilding an offensive line depleted by graduation.
Francis came to Eastern In
1967 from St. Joseph Prep in
Bardstown, where he had built
a state power.
In three years at Bardstown.
Francis* teams rolled up a
JO-e-4 record; were ranked ninth
in the state In 1966/ finishing
that campaign with an 8-0-3
mark. Including a victory over.
Class AA runner-up Lexington
Henry Clay in the Recreation
Bowl.

'
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(Continued on Page Six)

Coed's intramurals got underway
this week.
Entries
are still open in all events. If
coeds wish to'participate, they
Ifs not too late. Entries are must attend a regularly schedstlll open in several events In uledparctlce for whichever event
men's and coed's intramural they are Interested in.
activities
Tb* vonten's Intercollegiate
Field Hockey team began pracMen's Hol-In-One competlt- «*• «*' ^iJJiV?^
ion will be Oct. 8th and entries £ -Jeduljd _Monday- Jhurjwill remain open until Friday.
Men's archery entries wUl close *l™
Oct. 13th. All other fall sports The team will be competing

TELEVISION REPAIR
Specialist In Transistors,
Phonographs, Car

CLICK'S
RADIO & IV SERVICE
W. IRVINE STREET

PHONE 423-3272

on Eastern's campus will begin
this month on Hood Field. Entries are still open.
Ail organisations and groups
are encouraged to develop a team
to participate in the men's and
women's intramurals. More activities win be offered this fall
and spring semester.

LOVING
MM,ooto«

CARE

CREST
Family Size

"II
wtlhouteMni'M"*

il IIIU"

Stockton's
Dru&s

950
Value

Neutrogena.A
Soap

Jergens

tftRROsftefefipiaJi

RIGHT
OUARR

PRELL
Concentrate Shampoo!

Main Street

Welcome
Eastern
Students
and
Faculty

Kentucky CwM Lit* Imuranca Company
M tmmin Kentucky Unnnntty
Nen Haun. %m— Wm.wnmlm
13 Emm* Traitor Court. **>M «33-14SS

023-3248
Many good life insurance and savings plans are
being offered to college seniors and graduate students today, but one stands head and shoulders
above the others.r It's Kentucky Central's University Key Plan. Better protection. Better provisions.
No military exclusions. cTalk to Kentucky Central's
University Key representative on your campus
today. For a better future. With the standout.

CLA1ROL
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Not Too Late To Enter Intramurals,
Entries In Most Sports Still Open
BY DOUG VANCE
and ADELE HERALD
Staff Sports Reporters

I

VALL US

FOR YOUR
DRUG
NEEDS1'

for basic
skin care...

Large Tube

so mild and safe
non-drying
non-irritating
so different, its patented

HAND LOTION
V/2 OX.

$1.09
Vatae

$1.00
Value

$1.00
Value

Soft... Softer... Softest

Three words truly describe wonderful Triple
Lanolin's action on your skin—soft... softer
...softest Thafs because only Triple Lanolin has the "secret of skin softness."
What is Triple Lanolin's "secret of skin softness"? Simply this: an extra-generous
amount of lanolin skillfully blended with a
skin moisturizer. Triple Lanolin is the answer to rough, red hands, chapped or burned
skin and dry complexions. Ifs gentle and
soothing for baby, too.
4 ex. Personal sire

$1.00

$2.75

Anti Perspirant

DEODORANT
01.19
Value

Come on over... Join the 'Slim-Sef

Lose PoundsReduce Inches
Start this slimming plan today!
Here is an up-to-the-minute
concept to help you shed
those extra pounds, get rid
of those extra inches without hermful drugs, fad dieting or strenuous exercises.
Today is the day to start.
One capsule before meals
helps control your appetite,
supplies important vitamins.
It's up to you, a slimmer,
more attractive figure. Get
FIGURE-AID Slimming Plan
Capsules at your druggist today. You'll enjoy making the
scene ... slim.
,

Figure

Sez. Dressing Table si«.. $1.75
1ler.FMKysize

79<

.**■■

$2.98
Value

BUFFERIN
Tablets
100's

Value
$1.49

$1.83

I
■ ■ '■■'

c
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Eastern Eels Return 14 Lettermen,
Coach Combs' Season Outlook Bright

BY CHARLES DORBOH
Staff Sports Reporter
"If we get In shape and keep
our spirits high, our opponents
will be In trouble " says Coach
Don Combs of Eastern's electrifying Eels.
Coach Combs, with a nucleus
lettermen and
?' 14 /e^ngo1nferfrinhmLn
"the finest crop of freshmen

ever •» has high hopes for anoth- ord in the 200-fly. Marquis is *»rl Brubaker is the team'* Tfcsse standouts will be super fine swimming season.
another top butterflyer and Is 200-f re* champ and can also help portedI by freestylers Steve ColeReturning from last year's expected to push Hagood for in the sprints. Other freestyle man, Mike Bendell, Don Ytiiman,
team which comprised a 9-1 the butterfly position.
avent swimmers will come froin'and Chrla Webb,
mark are seniors Lacy Hagood, John Buckner holds the team's Link Dorroh and Bob Webler.
hew butterfly men include Al
Greg Wrquls, and John Buckner. 100-yard backstroke record.
The team's diving squad will Southworth and Jim Callahan.
These men a're expected to lead
have support from returnees Earl Robbins, from Irvine, Is a
the Eels this year.
Also back from last year's Bob Sandford and Kenny Walters, new swimmer, having j& cornteam are three Juniors and nine Coach Combs delights when petitlve swimming experience,
Hagood Top Butterfly Man sophomores. One of the Juniors is talking about his fine freshmen Coach Combs calls this year's
Hagood is the team's top but- Pete Reed, team record-holder swimmers. The group includes schedule "the roughest in
teaman holding the team rec- in the 50 and 100-yard freestyle high school AU-Amerlcans Scott years." Although Incomplete at
terfly man hoiaing tne tea
^ ioo-yard butterfly.
Gallant, diver; John Davenport this time. Coach Combs, In an^^m
breastbreast - stroker and individual ticipation of a rough
roush year, has
Chanley Competes In Freestyle medley; and another breast- made plans for a two-a-day workstroker, Ricky Lloyd.
out schedule.
Jay Chanley is expected to do
another fine Job in the distance
freestyle events. He holds the
team records in the 500 and 1650
yard free events.

for
CAR and HOME

Eastern To Compete
At Daytona Beach

OVER 300 TAPES TO CHOOSE FROM
TRANSISTOR RADIOS
TAPE RECORDERS
and
Cor Top* Players - Home Tape Players - Stereo

Jim Schwartz, a transfer student from Leigh College, is exEastern's cross country team ribbons will also be presented to
pected to retain his spot on the will compete in the fourth an- finishers eleven through thirty
team's 400-yard free relay nual Daytona Beach Run this in each group.
and give support in the sprints. Saturday. Eastern won the event This beach cross-country has
year over other universit- grown larger each year, with
•Your Electronic Headquarters'"
The sophomores include the last
ies
and
colleges from the East 1908 the first year for the UniEels only national university di- and Southeast.
versity Division. Six universitvision qualifier, breast stroker
Ron Hollhan. He will be pushed The meet will be run on A ies, 12 Junior colleges and 20
schools participated last
again this year by Al and Dave straight course down the beach high
year
with Grant Colehour of
with
flags
set
to
denote
each
BokWman, twins from Cincinnati,
Eastern
and his team taking
mile, and various colored flags
Ohio.
top
honors.
to mark the remaining 1/4 mile:
,TALOG
Klein Holds Record
to the overhead flag at the fin^
ORDER
ClNTgB
The team record In the 200- ish line.
yard backstroke is held by Ken There will be three divisions.
13S W. IRVINE ST.
RIOHMONO, KENTUCKY!
Klein. Klein is also one of the High school runners will have a
team's too scholars.
three-mile course. Junior colleges four-miles and the University Division, five-miles.
BT JIMMY HOUSE
Trophies'will be awarded to the
Staff Sports
first and second place teams in
each division, and Individual Eastern's cross-country team
trophies will go to the first tea dropped a close meet to Southflnishers in each division. Award enfrrn Conference power Tohn-

vblBril ...the family store

uto «

w&

Eastern To Compete At Daytona
There is no problem to mark the course of
the Fourth Annual Cross Country Meet on
the smooth sands at Daytona Beach Resort
Area. This scene from last year's race shows
runners "on course" on the four-mile stretch

that is marked. off' In miles with colorful
flags. Teams are expected from universities
and junior colleges throughout the East and
Southeast. Eastern won the event last year.
(Daytona Beach Resort Area Photo)

Eastern's Cross Country Team Drops Close
Meet To Powerful Tennessee, Colehour Wins
eaaw 28-31.
Colehour, himself, ran unatEastern needed only one more tached and made a shambles of
runner to finish in the top 10 the race finishing first with a
for a win as Tennessee placed course record of 50:33. Colehour
four runners between Eastern's had" previously held toe record
third and fourth men.
there as he biased the trail
"Unofficial" assistant coach iast year with a mark of
Grant Colehour attributed the 52:43.
loss to the team's lack of shape Besides Colehour
several
and noted that "when everyone oy,,,.
outstanding individual
Is In shape we should have a runners participated In the event,
real fine team."
one of these was Vic Nelson,
Eastern's teams have won the Univer8ity of Kentucky's SEC
Ohio Valley conference champ- cnamplon runner, and long-time
ionshlp two of toe last three rival of Colehour.
years, finishing second last year..
'Vic had been telling one of
Ken Silvious, Colebour's successor as number one runner,
finished first at Tennessee while
Jerry Kraiss was a strong sec_
ond. Gary Steen placed fifth. (Continued from Page Five)
In a 10-mile run at Stone
ia0n u^ Harvllle began his
Mountain in Atlanta, Georgia, cochins under Kidd at Madison.
Eastern placed third as a team.
^
Silvious, Kraiss, and Steen a- Tne Russell native served on
gain placed near the top, but KiMPs
Madison staff in 1961
Eastern could not get a fourth when ^ Purpies swept to a 13man close enough to secure a win. ! season in ^d, they were
Florida Junior College won toe e- ^tiked as Kentucky's top schoolvent and Georgia Tech finished . . „_ „ ,
second.
**>* 'cotball team.

my friends how he really wanted
to beat me," said Colehour.
Nelson finished a good 10 minutes behind the former Eastern
star.
Colehour had Intended torus
with the Eastern team as the
Eastern Track Club, but due to
the NCAA eligibility rules, he
was forced to run unattached.
With Colebour's first place finish, Eastern would have won the
meet easily.
Coach Plummer hopes to have
the team in good shape for the upcoming Daytona Beach RUB.

Success With Assistants

2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:
MAIN STRUT

and

WATER STRUT

««*-»' »'-"»r ■■'-■ —*mni-- '>.*-.

J**ta

Ison took over the
coaching reins in 1962 when
went to Mbreheadasanass
*?* KU»d«» the Injury-rlddl
Purples to a 6-2-2 season, producing three seniors who went
on to play college football.
Ison then went
to Indiana
University to work on his doctorate before taking the football coaching Job at Catlettsbufg
High School In 1964.
■ ."•> . .*

™i TO uw A ym
READY TO "LIVE A LITTLE"?
We plan for you to "Live a Little
It's a happy idea!!

A NEW "LOOK"
IS
NOW
AVAILABLE!
Plan to attend for more
information as to how it can work for you. . .

LIVE A LITTLE!

.

It frees you from financial hang-ups . . .

©do
FOR RESERVATIONS, CONTACT HELEN BREEDL0VE,
DINING ROOM HOSTESS, HOLIDAY INN. PH. 623-9220

Orem G. Wright, representing Southwestern
Ufe Ins. Co. cordially invites the faculty to
attend a group discussion on tax sheltered
annuities. Guests are welcome.
^M
;'vy ^H

:•,:>•••> !£*s£cs: ■ ■ aaaaV ■ H 1115 Safe's I ■

,

Drug Charge Dismissed
Against Eastern Co-ed
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Oct. 12 Through 18 Set
For Fraternity Rush;
Sororities' Undetermined

her presence
did not con>f the alleged

Fall rush for the 10 social fraternities on campus
will begin with Greek Day,
Sunday, Oct. 12, and end
with preference parties Friday and Saturday nights,
Oct. 17 and 18.
A banquet for all Greeks and
rushees is planned for Monday
evening, Oct. 13. Open houses
and smokers wUl be Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday evenings.
Pall rush is open to all males
who have completed at least 12
semester hours
at Eastern

orK umu

r.V,
t"n"i- "Vr;
* marijuana.
Richmond Police Court last ^ M gtopp,oVt
MISS Rttter»s attorney alao
Thursday night on charges Prlor to the dismissal Miss told tha court that she had had
of possession of marijuana, Rater's Louisville attorney
with one of them waiving asked that tha case be removed (Continued on Page wren)

the preliminary hearing and —
other having her case dismissed.

~~

Financial Aid Reaches
54 Percent Of Students

and are not on social or academic probation.'
The 10 Greek fraternities
are: Alpha CM Alpha Beta Omicron Chi, Delta Upsllon Kappa
Alpha Order. Omega PM Psi>
PM Delta,Theta. Pi Keppa
Alpha, Sigma Nut Theta Chi,
and Tau Kappa Epsllon.

; Charles White, 87, Mt. SterRush dates for Eastern's four
ling, waived the preliminary
sororities have not been choshearing before Judge Tommy M.
en, though Linda Phillips, preSmith and was ordered to apsident of the campus Collegiate
pear before the Madison Grand
Parihellinic
Association, said last
nt ships and grant*, also, he saw.
Friday
that
their rush probably
Jury Monday, Oct. 20.
Nearly 54 per cent ox
The music department is awill be in November.
The case of Ruth Ann Hitter, P t
. 8l
«*udents are re
" warding some 20 scholarships
20. Shelbyville, was dismissed by Eastern s ™erasi ai
workshops mis year, inJudge Smith after a motion for ceivinjr financial^aia, ac" and
^ 40
4U fw^-u.,-.,^
dismissal by Commonwealth At- cording to Mr. Herbert S. dudu^ the Irene 8. Muir voice.
torney Charles Coy who noted Vescio, director of financial scholarship. The Reserve Ofthat Miss Ritter had "no con- assistance.
"cers Training Corps has
trol" over an incident in which
awarded 12 scholarships to outthe marijuana allegedly was in a
-idraiures 8tandm2 military acience studclosed desk drawer at White's
Mr.Veacic'?£*«>£*".***** nts.
apartment where «• two were from wr^ttc^MerltSchoi € gome 20 Eastern departments
aVrested.
"^PJZEESf WOT[ Pw- and divisions employ 108 graduate
The two were arrested early era's Institutional wora no asslstants> ^ recely# varying
Saturday, Sept 20, at the apart- gram.
amounts of financial aid.
meat at 306 University Drive
Leading in the amount of fin- Eastern's annual Science Day
after a complaint was filed gndai aid for the 1969-70 school Awards
include
four-year
by an Eastern student. The two year# vescio said, are National scholarship* in chemistry,
were suspended later that day Defense Student Loans and fed- physics, mathematics and bio- '
by Eastern President Robert R. era| Educational Opportunity logy, while runners-up in science
Martin, and appeared Wednesday, Grants which total
nearly competition also receive finanTPLMT
ODOCO^OI ora
Sept. 24 before a closed meet- •400,060 each.
cial reward.
lng of the campus Student The federal college WorkOne Clarence H. GiffordSchDisciplinary Board.
Program
accounts
for
olarship
goes to a science stustudy
After her court case was 5350,000, while two new aid pro- dent, another to a student in edJLVM.
BMMU.AVC.
Ul It*
Kl
dls missed last Thursday, Miss _ams f0r the study of law en- ucation.
More than 50 Presidential
Ritter drew a stern warning forcement and nursing are putfrom Judge Smith.
ting up $148,000, Mr. Vescio said. Scholarships have been awarded
for the school year. These and
"Pm concerned about this
marijuana." Judge Smith told Academic departments at four new Alumni Scholarships
the packed courtroom which in- Eastern offer various scholar- are renewed each semester If
Of EN
recipients continue to do satis-,
factory work.
PROM
fessor. But you can relax, co-eds — Berry
Foreign students ■"•"-*£•. jr*. Berry, senior, hands hla pet snake, a
keeps
the
snake
in
the
biology
lab.
F
for 25 academic scholarships gj™ indigo, to Billy Way, son of Mr. James
- Photo by Craig Clover)
10 A.M.
under an international program. w
„ Eastern Industrial Technology proNear ly 120 athletes have received
"
\ II
grants-ln-ald in various sports.
The
400
students
in
the
In[Sm/a/ri
7 P.M.
stltuUonal Work Program have
been granted a total of about
.VitS ..~*< -'
$112,000 Mr. Vescio said.
The Office of Financial AsBobby Jack Bmith 5^/fHS
sistance has processed more than
FREE PICK UP
24-HOUR
1,300 applications for federally,
*
insured student loans from parBARBER ft HAIR STYLING FOR MEN
ticipating
banks,
he
added.
AND DEUVERY
WRECKER SERVICE
"Rounding out the extensive
permitted on or in classroom Aaks that yon try all Barber Shops, Then come to the original
financial assistance for Eastern 1 PAtittann aw» due ne& Petitions are available In buildings, the library, the ad* Hair Styling Shop of Richmond, for the professional shaping'
students," he
said, "la the WetoesS 3*4 pm. tor the Student Government Of - ministration building, or the front of your hair.
Eastern ly-Pots
government help going to the 500 'tedSSoS Ihursday, *■ m the Student Union. of the student union. The Stuveterans. A number of students
dent Court will preside over proPhone 623-9128
receive scholarships outside of' rOct. 16, election head James Eligible candidates must fe- tests, appeals or violations of
"For AI Your Mtxhadcd Needs"
the university's Jurisdiction and
proper election procedures.
elect to attend E.K.u."
week.
natures of 75 full-time students Computer ballots will be used.

MONTAG
STATIONERY SPECIAL
100 SHEETS
50 ENVELOPES

88c

€)-o-o-h B-b-b-boy

DALE'S

For Election Petitions

Co^n .nnounsed mgSSXSXSSX

, -'• QpMD/C'W '****''

■ ■ ■<**»*» > ■• ***. • t*'-:-':"*<*:**BHjjM|

p.in. next weanesfiy, Oct.*
A 2.2B grade point average is
required of all candidates. Candidates must not be on academic
or social probation.
The campaigning period will
begin Wednesday and continue
until the election with restrictions on campaigning in the immediate polling area during the
voting hours, 10 a.m. to 4 P.m.

R5*T7T.,;V

tC

/

Committee on Committees
will meet
Monday, Oct. 6,1969
at 6:30 P.M.
We would like for any Students, freshmen through seniors, who are interested
in working on the Student Association
and Administrative Committees to be
present at the Student Union Building.
These students do not have to be memlers of the Student Council.

J. BOONE
R. WOLINTZEK

1

James Culbertson, chairman
of the Student Association Election Committee, said this week
that the office of reporter, has
been eliminated from the. list
of class officers.
Offices available will be: President, Vice - President, Secretary, Treasurer, male Student Council Representative and
female Student Council Representative.
On election day polls will be
in the lobby of each dormitory.
Students are to vote in their parlcular dormitory while commuter students will vote in the
lobby of the Student Union Building.
Campaign materials will not be

[{■

K/A

E&TYLVR

MUM-HF
Black and White

2 ft. x 3 ft. Poster only $0

($4.95 value)

eW

with plastic frame $4 ($7.95 value)
Sand any Mack 1 whita or color photo
up to 8* x 10" (no nagativaa) and tha
name "SwintMno" cut from »ny
SwinsMwa iteptor or stip« raf ill paefcaja
to: Poster ktert, P. O. Box 169.
Woodaida. N. V. 11377. Endow cash,
attach or money ordar (no C.O.D.s) in
tha amount of S2.00 toraach blowup:
a00 for blow-up and frame aa shown.
I aales tax whara appucabla. Onglnal
malarial returned undamaaad. Setisfsction guaranteed. ASow Mdsya for dakVary.
THE
Oft CAT
SWINQLINE

TOTsTAPLE*
TMwanYiltrantMWftf
StryttMUxftrthMa
if iwxamv aa* with 1000 rats stastesl
THE CHEAT NEW
SWIN6UNE
VUD DESKSTAPUM
•NlYII.HtKh.
With 1000 Staples
, aalySl.Maach.

CMt.M. IIMt

C;

WINNERS:

The Edwardian stripe gives the
look of height and slimness to
any male. Set it off with a dark
shaded Gant shirt with town
collar and cuff links. Make
Homecoming a real event

She's featuring the "blazer
look" In her notch collar herringbone suit for Homecoming.
The full long tab collar blouse
and perky neck scarf really set
it off, don't they?
And

®l|cllmuersitij^l|ap

212 W«l*r St.
421-9*74

a

mti.m.-mmmmm
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Lavin
Jean Nate
Max Faxtor
Prince
Matchabelli
VAN HEUSEN*
HAMPSHIRE HOUSE

Yardly

Hampshire House dress shirts in stripes of
blue, gray, brown, raspberry frost tones
or solid colors. 80% Dacron - polyester,
20% cotton. Wide-spread collars, long
sleeves, exclusive Van-O-Pressl for no-ironingever. 14% - 17

Helena
Rubinstein
Bonnie Bell

H.I.S. SLACKS
Presa-free.never need ironing 70% Dacron
polyester, 30% Avril rayon aiacka. Plaids
in plain weaves or solids. Trim fit Plain
front styling. 28-38.

Aziza
Taji

11.00
10.00
PURITAN PULLOVER

COUIOI-TOWN

Aqua Knit® V-neck pullover, a classic
in pure lambswool by Puritan. Soft,
luxurious, durable. Machine washable.
Quite something new in the new wolors
S-XL

SOCKO . . . IT'S THE SKIMMER . . . braeiinq
into fall with a sawy-sashy new outlook: it's cool,
chic, gored lines surprised by the splash of a gay
sash. In bonded all wool flannel, sizes 3-13. Black,
hunter, navy, brown, camel, grey. «£ .* Q f\f\

15.00

it's
eas

^CHARGE IT

■"

&4**>t

TOUGH TERRY ROBES
Enjoy the look and feel of these 100% cotton
robes — strong on comfort, long on wear.
Two pockets, self-belt. Blue, white, gold
color. S-M-L-XL
After sale
price $ 7.99

Xttttfr Woven

FiquRE
HuqqiNq
BikiNJ&BRiEf

LORRAINE®
f

SPORT CREWS
Great styles knit of 75% Orion* acrylic.
25% stretch nylon (some 80% Orlonf 20% nylon).
With stay-up ability in many colors.
One size fits 10 -13..
s rrf\

Both in flower-soft 100%
Nylon stretch lace in a
dainty floral pattern.
Choose yours from a
lovely rainbow of colors.
Bikini.

ATHLETIC SHIRT
Fine combed cotton in a 2 X 1 rib knit.
Wide shoulder straps and long cut for plenty
of tuck-in and comfort.

3 for3.75
/

Brief..

Come - Hither
Culottes
, tie amarly or loosly at
your waist. Haa ruffle front,
■leeve mod leg.
Hand wash,
drip dry. 8-4C-L.

$1.15
$1.25

g^* UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
LANCASTER « EASTERN BYPASS. RICHMOND. KY. 40475. TEL: (606) 123-7177

f\

$4.00
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CLUB-TIVITY

Meet

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Official
Eastern organizations may send
announcements for this new
column to Club-tlvtty, The Prowill be elementary
gress. Fourth Floor, Jones
At a time when a few col- Tuteeschildren
in grades one
Building.)
legians disrupt academic school
through
six
who
have
recomDance Saturday
processes, a group at East- mended by teachers been
parents
or
Sigma Nu Fraternity will spoil-, ern is helping the education- social workers. The majority
eor a campus-wide dance this Sat- „ institution.
of tutees are underprivileged,
urday with the "Luv Machine"
slow learners, or have a poor
The
group
is
called
GROWTH
In the Student Union cafeteria
from 8 to midnight. Tickets and is composed of students and background, according to Peggy
GROWTH'S student secare $1 each; door prizes will be professors who have volunteered Wires)
retary.
awarded.
to tutor local school children. Tutoring should begin MonDancers Needed
And a meeting la scheduled
day. Oct. 13.
Eastern Dance Theatre is for tonight at 7:30 in the Grise
seeking new members. All East- Room, Combs Building, for those
RICHMOND
ern
students ' . interested interested in the program.
In dance sre invited to visit the Tutors must have a 2.0 grade DRIVE-IN THEATRE
organization in the dance studio, point average. Tutoring ses4 MUM ftavtfi *n US. 23
weaver Health Building. Open slons will be twice weekly at an
practice meeUngs will be today hour a session, with tutoring
Ends Thursday
and next Monday from 5:15 un- offered in math, reading, social
til 6:45 p.m. Try-outs for mem- science and English.
"HEIRONYMUS
bership will be held Thursday,
:
MERKIN"
Oct. 9, from 5:18 p.m. until 6:48 ^
,

p.m. •Folk Mass' Sunday

Sophomores,

A "Folk Mass" led by a group It^S YOUT TUFfl
of Louisville teen-agers will be
at 10:45 a.m. Sunday at toe Baptist Student Center under toe
Sophomores now may have
sponsorship fo Eastern's Luth- their pictures taken for the Mlleeran Fellowship.
stone between Ik SO a.m. and 4
All students are welcome.
p.m. and 5 and 8:30 p.m. in the
Student Union lobby.
KYMA To Meet
Sophomore pictures willconInue
00
Moa
irvMA
rnih Eastern's
DSD
to*"
** nwtt
*vy,Tueswith
KYMA Club,
Eastern s pep
picture*
beginning
rlVe

^
^n^m
day at 6:30 p.m.

'SELES!" EMUrn'" Dr. Kenneth T.Ciawson, dean
GROWTH was initiated last of Eastern's Community Colsprtng wd atTSt time was a leg., addressed toe Bluegrassculmtoatlon of several tutoring &*«** **^Jm*#*
iroups at Eastern. Theorgantaa- of the Keimicky Hospital As5onTadmlntotrationl.coSn^»octatlon at Eartern yesterday.

In Color
Fri.«tSot.-Oct.3&4
Movie Starts at Dusk
Alan Arkin
"THE HEART IS A
LONELY HUNTER
Reck Hudson
Claudia Cardinale
"A FINE PAIR

Starts Sunday
Tom Stern
Jeremy Slate
••
HELLS ANGELS W
In Color

SNEA To Meet
**SSd should wear a medium
Eastern's chapter of the Stu- shade blouse or sweater and adent National Education Assocl^vOW large earrings or other jewComing Soon.
ation will meet next Tuesday at elry, though pearls are per6 p,m. in the Ferrell Room; mtoeable. Men should wear a UNCLE TOMS CABIN'
Co-presidents for toe fall seme- medium or dark coat and tie and
star are Sandy Hinger and Miss avoid loud sport coats.
Admission $1.00
Virginia Parmley.
Pictures are taken free.

Let It All Hang Out
long locks of this co-ed hang freely
in her sports car as she enjoys a "bull

^^foV pictures is dictated by toe
^r-t l0tter ^ students* last

R«V M»HV Wilson of Eastern's of
representatives from the
Wesley ^unda^ ^SiTve tutors, city school .y.tem£utreTreUry oftheorganlaatioiL <™ faculty, community agencie.,
saWttu? wlek that^projS Jjocalco^^^nnexjcuwill be continuous and that new «ve secretory and student sectutors will be added each se- wary,
master.
Eventually, Rev. Wilson said, n
ChiWKnn Talks
the program should run Itself, VT.
C IQWSOn I UIK*

seislon" after a day of classes,
Photo by Cralg Oover

Barber

earbook Work Begins
[With Veteran Staff

CORNER OF SECOND and MAIN
See and try our new
Bar-Air-Vac System. Something new
in Hair Cutting
No Itching
No Scratching

perlence working on yearbooks assistant editor for layout who
BY SANDRA GRIMES
either at high school or college. have each worked for three
Staff Reporter
the 1969-70 Milestone years, and Nancy Brucchieri,
[ Work has begun on East- areHeading
William L. Stoess, editor managing editor, a veteran of
ern's Milestone, which this and a two-year staff member; four years.
fear has one of its most ex- Ken Robey , business manager
The general layout of the book
also a staffer of two years; Jill will be basically the same with a
aiienced staffs.
*Thls year's staff totals 60, Ann Austto. assistant editor for (Continued On Page Eleven)
and James A. Culbe
st of whom have had someex-

SPECIALIZE IN ALL TYPES OF HAIRCUTS
MCLUDING RAZOR CUTS,
AND HAIR STYLING

This Coupon Good for 35c
on any purchase of $3.00

at
DANIEL BOONE TRADING POST
Located On The Eastern By-Pass
Next to Daniel BOOM Fried Chicken
Expires Oct. 10

thank You For Your Patronage
*ii: W J F O^^lon: S1X SECONDS IN D4UA* »y J.
Thompson. Hundreds of photos and drawings. The remarkable, controversial study of the Kennedy assassination which "proves" that
three gunmen murdered the President. Pub. at $8.95 ONLY $1.00

8954 THE PENNSYLVANIA-KENTUCKY RIFLE. By Henry J. Kauffmoo. 293 Hus. A colorful account of the history and gunsmiths who
produced the first American rifle superior to those brought from the
Old Country with extensive information on the designs, embelishments, characteristics, accoutrements, etc. SVaxllVx Original Pub.
at $12.50 ONLY $3.95.
2257. ANTT9UE COLLECTION FOR EVERYONE. By Katherine Morrison McCHnton. Over 200 photos. How to buHd your own collection in the various fields of antiques: pottery, glassware, brass, copper, wooden wore, needlework, andirons, mirrors, picture frames,
silk, etc. How to Determine authenticity by color, texture, shape.
Orig. Pub. at $5.00. New, complete ed.( ONLY $1.98.

3000. ROBERT E. LEE: The Man and Soldier. A pictorial Biography.
By Phflip Von Daren Stern. 350 ilhis. & 80,000 Words of the text from
chHdhood to the achievements of his later years. 8^4x11'/*. Orig.
Pub. at $9.95 ONLY $3.95.

D WES MONTGOMERY
D RAMSEY LEWIS
□ JIMMY SMITH

H MOTHERS OF INVENTION
□ STAN GETZ
DRAY CHARLES

D GRASS ROOTS
□ fLUg PR0JDDT
DCHA^ BYRD

□ RIGHTEOUS BROTHERS

D MAMAS & PAPAS

□ FERRANTE & TEICHER

□ JOHNNY RIVERS

□ PETE SEEGER

8427. GEORGE CATLIN And The OM Frontier. By Harold McCracken. Fabulous picture and text presentation of the work of the
19th century dean of American Indian painters. Includes the mysterious Mondon torture ceremony, scalping, medicine men. Hothead
women, warriors, secret puberty rites, etc. 147 IBus.. 36 in fuR coor
of the original paintings. 9x12: pub. at $18.50. ONLY $5.95

□ SffiHIJiKl^Lu™

Many, Many More! Classics Included!
Come Early for Best Selection.

Get Your Favorites at Big Discounts!

D

E1HQ]HHB

BOOK STORE

114. HANDWRITING ANALYSIS: The Art and Science of Reading
Character. By M. N, Bunker. More than 140 ilus.. step by step instructions, pub. at $10.00 ONLY $1.98.
9540. PICTORIAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PLANTS AND FLOWERS.
By F. A. Novak. Ed. by J. G. Barton. American ed: H. W. Rickett.
1120 superb pictures, many in ful color. A huge reference work
covers entire plant kingdom from algae to tree, throughout the
world. 589 pages, pub. at $10.00 ONLY $4.95.

3507. OUT OF KENTUCKY KITCHENS. By Marion Hexner. Introd.
by Duncan Hines. Famous food and "heirloom" recipes, a happy
Combination of Northern and Southern cooking of meats, soaps, appetixers, desserts, drinks, hers d'ouvers. etc. Mouth-watering readings as weR as earing. Orig. pub. at $3.75 New complete ed. ONLY
$1.98.

<-J
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'Quick-Draw* Minister Here

You In A 'Jail Cell

'9

(Continued from Page One)
Chruch at Waltham, Mass.
Studying
with Charles M.
Schulz at the American Academy
of Art in San Francisco, Rev.
Palmqulst now is the first asslstant to Schulz, creator Of the
comic - strip,"Peanuts."Palmqulst also produces cartoons for
religious and non-religious magazines.

place settings, wall plaques, stationery, posters and contemporary greeting cards while Rev.
Palmqulst is here.
"The five-day program is
sponsored by the Interfaith Council, which is a student organization composed of 15 religious
student organizations which coordlnate and co-operate in a minlstry for ^e campu8," eev. wil-

To break up a square room. Look to the walls next. Al- For color and usefulness,
place a dresser diagonally across though nailing, taping or screwing stackable filing drawers in light
Women's Editor
s corner. A dresser or a bureau pictures and other paraphernalia and sturdy paperboardcanbrlghcan also be placed between two Qn the waJls in nQt auowed> use ten a room and also solve study
"What »m I going to do with beds for an effective light- the wmU as a backdrop for a organization problems.
this room? It looks like a Jail blocker if one roomie is a late- really smashing room accessory,
night crammer
is sucn as a large ^ vase fun
The glare of a bare window
craininei and
>■« the
un other
•««•»■ •»
cell!" laments one victim of nignt
son saW#
dormitory depression.
an early-to-bed addict.
of big, showy tissue paper flow- can be covered with curtains, or
QT% Don Batch is the faculty
Feeling like an Inmate of Cell
ers in bright colors or a fake raid the Jewelry box and the 10Tne Methodist Student Center sponsor and George Pierce is
Block #2 doesn't have to be a
Tiffany lamp hangiig from the cal novelty shop and string up wU1 sell "Peanuts" merchandise' the Interfaith chairman for the
permanent situation. With a litcenter ceiling light fixture.
some glass beads. No more bare including sweatshirts, pillows," event, he added.
tle shuffling around of furniture
Add more color with lnflat- glare, but the room still has light.-*—
and adding some color with acable, inexpensive plastic pillows
Any other Ideas? Try them.
cessories, a cell can become a
tossed on each bed. The pillows Nothing is so Important as lnew
in
"home," even If there is a proare available in traffic sign de- dlvlduallty In room decor, esbation period every weekend.
slgns, pop art prints, or solid peclally among two hundred other
First, face up to the room.
" colors.
Inmates.
(KDITOR'S NOTE: ReasonConsider how many pieces of fur110 So. 2nd Street
able,
pertinent
questions
for
this
niture are in the room and the
You're invited to view our
new Progress feature-service
amount of wall space.
Richmond,
Kentucky
40475
be sent to Help!, The ProFall Collection ... the Latest
If the furniture Is movable, m»y
gress, Fourth Floor, Jones
start with the beds. Roommates Building.)
Glen Kleine, assistant proMembers of the commission
in design and color... popularly
sometimes have strong preOpen 7 Days A Week
Do
the
grills
fessor
of
Journalism
at
Eastern
discussed
the
role
of
Journalism
ferences for sleeping against the
QUESTION:
priced. Do come in soon !
wall or away from it.
ever re-use the P»P«* trays? and chairman of the Kentucky courses In the' high school curSun. - Thur. 4 P.M. -1 A.M.
Council
for
Education
in
Jourriculum. Professionals In the
Place desks near a window for N.CP., senior.
Fri. & Sat. 4 P.M. - 2 A.M.
nalism, conducted a conference Journalism field offered their
a lighting advantage, with the
ANSWER: According to the for the» 22 membere ^ the Cur- views of what the Ideal Jourlight behind the desk or to one offlce of Mr. Larry Martin^ dirtculum Commission last Satur- nalism course should provide for
side to prevent distractions.
rector of food services, none of ^ at WHAS Studios In Louls- a high school student, such as an
the grills re-uses the trays. They vUle
Introduction to the broadcast
are thrown away.
Journalism as well as orienta***
The conference was designed tion to the print media, and ofCOLLEGE and CAREER
QUESTION: Can anyone park to plan the developmental phase fering
radio and television
their car legally In the coliseum Qf a curriculum guide for high program production experience
N. 2nd St.
Ph. 623-4200
lot. regardless of their sticker? school teachers of Journalism, as well as writing opportunities^ BHS
Campaigning for House Coun- M.AJL, junior,
ell offices in women's resiANSWER: As long as the car
dence halls began today and will has a valid sticker, and the'
continue until next Tuesday, ac- student's designated lot Is full,
cording to Mrs. Jeannette W. students may park their car In the
Crockett, Director of Women's coliseum lot
Residence Halls.
•••
. "We're holding the campaign
a little later this year so QUESTION:
Why do the
that the girls can get to know the grille dose when they do?
candidates better," Mrs. Crock- J.B.8., freshmaa.
ett said.
ANSWER: Sidney Clay, Case
The election will be next Wed- Hall, and Mattox Hall grills are
nesday.
closed on Friday and re-ope*
on Sunday. Mr. Larry Martin
said that It was not economically feasible to keep those
particular grills open. The Student Union Grill Is open all weekend while Weaver grill Is open on
SALE STARTS THURSDAY. OCTOERB 2 THRU SATURDAY. OCTOBER 4. DOORS OPEN AT 9:00 A.M.
the weekends at night
BY KABEN MARTIN

nun

JV<

ANDYS PIZZA PALACE

COATS-SUITS DRESSES

Mr. Kleine At Conference

Smant Sfoft,

FREE DELIVERY
623-5400

Co-ed Elections
Wednesday

ANN HERBERT

FASHION STORE

RICHMOND'S
NEWEST

NOW RICHMOND, KENTUCKY HAS A FABULOUS ANN HERBERT STORE

RAND OP

Library, SIB
Grill Hours
Normal Again

The library, bookstore and
Student Union grill are now operating on their regular schedule. The library is open from
8 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. on weekdays, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Saturday and from 2 to 10:30
p.m. on Sunday.
The Campus Bookstore is open
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday, from 8 a.m. till
noon on Saturdays, and Is closed
on Sundays.
The Student Union Building
Grill is open dally from 7 a.m.
to 8 p.m. and will be for the
remainder of the semester.

tee

QUESTION: How long will It
he until student* can be classified for Jobs on campus? How
many Jobs are available ? N.K.H.
ANSWER: Students who are on
loan and grant programs with
work awards are being placed.
Other students will be placed
as soon as possible, hopefully
at the end of this week or the
early part of next week. Mr.
Herb Vesclo, director of student financial assistance, said that
at the beginning of the year there
were about 1,200 Jobs available, ■ ■
but could not say how many Jobs
are still available.

Unbelievable!
™mous Brand

Famous Brand
DRESSES

FAMOUS
SUZY WONG
COATS
Suede and Leather

r. Wece

KNIF SUITS

*7

\

V

$

Values to $11
Wed Kelt*
Dacroe Kaits
Wool Mead*

WHILE YOU WAIT

ENGRAVING FREE

Ifafi
Ek

Values to $24.95

Fantastic Styles

Values to $89.00

ALL PURCHASES

INAME BRAND MERCHANDISE
ONLY At:

40$ TO 75% OFF

Pants - -»™ $3.99
Skirts ——$4.99
Tops
$3.99
Shorts
$2.99

KESSLER JEWELERS

Richmond's Finest Jewelry Store For 25 Yrs.
Begleys Next Door
623-1292

Re* to $12.00

Re* to $5.00

Half Slips

Jackets ■- - «- $7.99
Culottes -"- $5.99
Jumpsuits
$10.99
Shells
$2.99

Values
to $?Z99

Re* to
$22.00

100% wool Fee
Vest

Re* $4.00

MM*

^AJ

o»d Cders

\*j

Aeryie

Famous Brand
SLEEPWEAR

Asserted Styles

NOW

SMASHING
.SWEATERS

Famous Brand Cotton Knit Transitional Sportswear

Party Hose

OPEN

Watch For Our

I!

GRAND OPENING

to $6.00

Values
♦a HOO

Values to $12.99

Shorties - Pajamas ■ Gowin

0*etea - Prints ■ Sosws

AMorted Styles • Fabrics
as* Colors

^P—»». $2.00 p^

in the
famous Brand

UNIVERSITY CENTER

Hose

Mesh and Sheer —

WONDERFUL
KLEEN-GLO
SERVICE

NEXT TO BEGLEY DRUGS
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER

I

Garter Belts

Sportswear
-r~...WVJQr

t A (\fi

00

A^IOOl 5199 I $1

Acetate

Glov< _

Panties
I

f
ea. or
Or
29cC ea

■
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|f $1001 $2"
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The Finest Care For Your Clothes

^"ouTMaker
Assorted

lU*'

* MASTER CHAROf

* RANK AMERICARD

* RANKARD

"~ ?T~^

SHOPS 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

SALE STAI

Thursday, Oct. 2

9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

¥m

*~~ ""

LAY-AWAY
* LAY-A

DOWNTOWN RICHMOND
STARTr
n
225 West Main Street
Open lUk.
Daily
MN

sjoo

Saturday, Oct

1

f/r SHOPS

i
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How's This For Fun?
He Camps On Volcanos

j *'*V

■•: 4

/^

"Hi* kids and the rocks rattled
around In the back of the station
wagon."
That's how geologist Dr. Graham Hunt described his combined
field trip and summer vacation.
Dr. Hunt, who Is professor of
geology at Eastern, traveled
more than 15,000 miles In some
SO western states and Canada,
camping on extinct volcanos.
"We brought back hundre is and
hundreJs of rocks for our geology students to study," Dr. Hunt
said.
He had to cut his Canadian
trip short to get back In time
to go to Blacksburg, Va., where
he presented a paper at a symposium at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute.
"We went from one interesting
outcrop to another, or as my
wife said, one darned volcano
after another," Dr. Hunt said.
He Is writing an article about
ancient volcanos In British Co-

■■
i»'

■■
Wff

*
"*v*

•£■

Young Republicans gathered
last Friday In front of the Administration Building to greet
Jim Thompson, the present State
Auditor and their candidate for
reelection in the Nov. 4 elections.

>■

Two Speak
From EKU
Possible Pass?
Alumni Coliseum are Debbie McDonald and
Paula McNeil.
Photo by Craig Clover

Dr. Robert W. Surplus and Miss
Jean Craig of Eastern's Music
Department were speakers last
Friday at the Central Kentucky
Music Educators Association
meeting at Madison High School,
Richmond.

We're 'First Class'!
rating newspapers published from Janthrough May.
been awarded The Pro- uary
Marks
of Distinction for supHS by the Associated Col- erior achievement
be ate Press for issues dur- warded in each of themay
five catelast Spring Semester. gories and a paper must receive
Progress earned 3,540 at least four such credits to be
Class"

Ratings of First Class (excellent); Second Class (very
good), and Third Class (good)
are given on the basis of total
numerical
scores achieved
In the five classifications,

AU
11
*£££?
"
^
WP-SSO^^ ^^r^yiar^tio^
_lng was based on cover- of Distinction credit, for suv J^e CP^xecSve Srector
A

intent, writtngandedlt- ^'""^^JTZ «S ' ^e^Store, wSSrs'
editorial leadership, physical age and contentphy slcal apphotographers of today grew
a»d nnotoeranhvover pearance and photography.
^ ,'HKJw worlSfof masl
communications and their news-

Special Order With
.•A"
Small Deposit
ny Record In The Phonolog
R.P.M. — Singles 87c plus .04 tax 91c Told
Albums — 2.00
4 TRK — 8 TRK — Reel Tape 2.00

from
CURRIER'S MUSIC WORLD
22 Big Hid
Luxon Bldg.

t>lllU>tf|

WAYS FIRST QUALITY
miAiiTv ew
ALWAYS

THE MST PLACE

TO EAT

CHAR BROIL STEAKS &
BROASTED CHICKEN
241 W. MAIN STREET

Marijuana
(Continued from

IDEAL CAFE

)

a date with White Friday night
and bad become
intoxicated
prior to the raid at his apartment at about 4 a.m . A pound
of unprocessed marijuana was
confiscated from White's apartment, Richmond police said.
The proceedings of last Wednesday's Student Disciplinary
Board hearing are confidential,
as stipulated by Point Six, Provision B Section I of the Student Rights and Responsibilities
section of the Student
Handbook (page 52).

PHONE 423-9841

RICHMOND. KY.

B. T. SPURUN Realty Co.
208 Collins St.. Richmond. Ky.
Phono 623-6075
"Choose a firm whose members are graduates
of our University."
15 yrs. experience in Roof Estate

Wo Charge 2% Commission

The Job entails generally audit- (Continued from Page Nine)
Ross Spurlin
ROBERT N-AZB1LL
ing the state boors, carrying out
Real Estate Broker
Stoess said.
the budget, and acting as "watch- few adjustments,
•St-tlM
dog" over state agencies, though This year individual senior pic623-6082
Thompson said he Is trying to tures will be grouped instead of
add more responsibility to his according to the respective colleges. Featured for the first
office.
"Kentucky should move into the time this year is a senior in1970's with a responsive part- dex which will give each senupn ,:40
4:0!
iTOWreEC^FWMnM//
nership between the people and: iors major and an accumulative
U
listing
of
activities
throughout
their government," Thompson.
■ eiwnrJi" _JLJfflJ " " *
- 6:30 - 8:55
said, adding that he wishes to his college years, Stoess conkeep the office from political tinued.
The Milestone will consist of "DAZZLING! Once you see it, you'll never again picture
blackmail by blng Impartial and
approximately
600 pages, with
'Romeo & Juliet' quite the way you did beforef
-LIFE
to accept ideas rather than Just
64
in
color
and
about
two
color
be a "watchdog."
FAHAWH YrPtCITIIKS
pictures per page.
<•» nu
"The approximate dateof disIto
tribution
will be the second
FRANCO ZKKHKELIJ
weak of May," Stoess added.
(Continued from Page One)
the pass-fall option to the usual
grading procedure until next
1 Q_ /
OS's
Wednesday.
(Continued from Page Four)
"Instructors will not be Informed when students in their the other two.
classes are under the pass-fall
"We worked on our kick covoption," Dr. Stovall said.
erage last weak until we may
"Instructors will report, as have it straightened out," Kidd
usual, the designated end- of- said.
course grades, and the RegistKidd hopes his Colonels will
rar will convert the assigned! have a boost this week when
letter grade to a Satisfactory they play their first real home
or Unsatisfactory grade, as ap- game In the new, unfinished stadplicable."
ium.
"Students who have not availed
"We really need the students
themselves of the
pass-fall behind us this week. The Austin
TSm/wkmB/\ammm/mvmi/mmm/mMm
option, and wish to, should see Peay game is a must game if
#!
the dean of their college," Dr. we are to remain conference
StoyaU said.
contenders." Kidd said.

Pass-Fail

ROMEO
<S>JULIET

YS RATING SERVICE

s\ "First

Dr. Hunt, a Canadian, recently made a geological map of anl
Isolated section of northern Manitoba, believed to be rich in
minerals. He was commissioned
to make the map, on which he
began work in 1905, by the Canadian government.

State Auditor Thompson
At EKU Last Friday
Milestone

'V

ttlnjr. on the corner by Stateland watching
girls go by are Danny Turner, Ralph
lllesple and Otto Hughes. Smiling toward

lumbia.
The symposium, attended by
geologists from several nations,
was on amphlboles and pyroxenes, described by Dr. Hunt
as two of the most common minerals found in Igneous rocks.
"From their crystallisation you
can tell the age of the rocks,"
he explained.
His paper was on the "Amphlboles of the Irishman Creek
Sill in British Columbia." Also presenting papers were geologist from Australia, England,
Canada and Germany.
Dr. Hunt's Canadian trip took
htm as far west as the ferry
to Vancouver Island and as far
north as Edmonton, Alberta.
He had been working on his paper for the amphibole-pyroxene
symposium for a number of
months and was notified that it
had been accepted Just in time to
shorten his trip and goto Blacksburg.
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papers reflect this sophisticstion. There is more in-depth
reporting and significant editorlal content than was apparent
five years ago."

*

»
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inge btossom

Homecoming
(Continued from Page One)
The appointments were: Chief
Justice - Barry Lauz; seniors - Jack Whitney, Chris
Lewandowski and Russ Palsgrove; Juniors - Jan Rawson,
Les Grlgsby and Carl Greenfield, and sophomores - Rodney Adams and Susie Johnson.
Interviews for freshman Justices were yesterday by Chief
Justice Laux, and the appointments will be announced at next
Tuesday's Council meeting.
Dan Crum, a student member
of the Student Council Constitutional Revision Committee, reported to the Council that the
organisation's constitution has
been completely re-written by the
committee, which has been meeting since summer.
Crum said that the proposed
revision should be ready for
Council Judgment "within the next
two months."
Pellegrlnon said that if the
Council and Regents approve the
new constitution, it will be effected for next spring semester.
Next Tuesday's Council meeting will Include discussion of the
new Council budget, as passed
by the Board of Regents last
June. The new budget has been
raised $750 over last year's
allotment.
Pellegrlnon said that anyone
who would like a copy of the new
budget may obtain one at the
Council office in the Student Unlon Building.

To the girl who knows what she
wants but not where to find It
Match your style with our
many distinctive designs. And
ask us about our famous
Orange Blossom guarantee.
"WHERE YOUR
CREDIT IS

ALWAYS GOOD*
134 Wast Mean

m^ mm m®>
"Figure On Banking With Us"

U
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TWO CONVENIENT L0CA1I0NSSLEEVELESS V-NECK pullover
lambswool. The latest colors

of soft
6.98
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EASTERN VS. AUSTIN

I

Student In {or mat ion
(No Parking)
RESERVED SEAT ENTRANCE

urn old seme

Student Entrance Ramp

Reserved forj

II

10*11 0(C« SCATHK
i
i

POINTS TO REMEMBER
,/There will be no parking on Kit Carson Drive from the By-Pass to
Hanlon Drive (The Smith Park Observatory) beginning noon Saturday until after the game.

' I

v/To avoid traffic congestion, students are requested to waft to the
game from their dormitories. Commuters, and others who must drive,
should use the Alumni Coliseum parking lot. There is a sidewalk connecting the parking lot and Kit Carson Drive.

*

Playing Field

Students are asked to use the stadium entrance ramp
access ramps on the completed (north) end of the stadium
the trailer courts (see drawing).

seat

/Reserved for students are Sections A, B, and C on the lower deck,
and AA, BB, and CC on the upper deck. The bleacher seats on the
east side of the field are also reserved for students and visiting fans.

Bleachers
Reserved for students

I

}■:

/The only persons permitted on the playing field are players,
coaches, and game officials.

Begley's
THE

RING

Courtesy of

THE CAMPUS BOOKSTORE
l

Distinctively Handsome
Superbly Detailed
Guaranteed Quality

CAMPUS BOOKSTORE
I Eastern Kentucky University
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY 4Q47I
A SYMBOL OF IDEALS AND FINE TRADITIONS
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